S1 North American Regional Reanalysis: sensitivity of EF-precipitation relationship to the time period and to the selection of potentially convective days
Although the NARR product is available from 1979 to present, we use only a sub-period with available data in other datasets. Since most of the analyses presented in the main part of this paper include data from both NARR and the GLEAM-NEXRAD combination, computations are restricted to days when data is available from the GLEAM-NEXRAD combination (years 1995-2007 minus some gaps). In order to test the impact of the reduced amount of data, Fig. S1 displays TFS ⋆ computed from NARR using years 1979-2007 (left) and using only years and days with data in the GLEAM-NEXRAD combination (right).
This leads to a reduced number of sites with significant positive TFS ⋆ and to slightly lower values. Nonetheless, the overall patterns remain highly similar. In addition, the impact of the criteria for the selection of convective days (see Section 3b)
is tested in Fig. S2 , showing results for our radiation-based criterion (left) and (right) the original criterion from Findell et al. (2011) . The patterns of TFS ⋆ are highly similar using either criterion, albeit our criterion yields slightly lower values. The radiation criterion is used in this study in order to allow for the same criterion for all datasets. 
S2 Sensitivity of GLEAM to the precipitation dataset used as input
As described in the main part of this paper (see Section 2d), GLEAM-derived estimates of before-noon EF are computed using precipitation from NEXRAD as input. Other precipitation products could be used, but have to match the required timing described in Section 2d. Table S1 shows the definition of days for two common daily precipitation datasets, CPC-Unified (Chen et al., 2008) and GPCP-1DD (Huffman et al., 2001 ). While Table S1 : Definition of the day (timing) for the discussed precipitation datasets. PER-SIANN and NEXRAD are available at a 3-hourly resolution and are used in the analysis. Two common daily precipitation datasets, CPC-Unified and GPCP-1DD are described as follows: For precipitation on day i, the timing definition in UTC and US local time are shown. The US local timings for the West coast and the East coast are expressed in standard time (i.e., local time without the offset for daylight saving time).
Dataset Timing definition (UTC) US local timing Reference Shown in for day i
West (East) coast GPCP-1DD has a clearly defined timing that is consistent globally, it does not fit our experimental setting with GLEAM, since precipitation during roughly the 12 hours preceding the estimated EF would be missed. CPC-Unified, on the other hand, fits our requirements over the US (day ending in the morning), although one cannot exclude that afternoon precipitation is included due to possibly different reporting times between different PIs.
We restricted the analyses in the main part of the paper to a version of GLEAM forced by NEXRAD precipitation, but Fig. S3 shows results with CPC-Unified and PERSIANN (a 3-hourly satellite product, Hsu et al., 1997) , two other suitable precipitation forcings. For the TFS ⋆ computation, NEXRAD precipitation is used in all cases. All three estimates display similar West-East gradients, highlighting the robustness of our GLEAM-based results with respect to precipitation input. Nonetheless, TFS ⋆ values tend to be lower and less significant with CPC and PERSIANN. Figure S3 : Triggering Feedback Strength (TFS ⋆ ) based on remote-sensing products (GLEAM, NEXRAD) where EF is computed using different precipitation datasets as input (NEXRAD, CPC, PERSIANN). Note that precipitation from NEXRAD is used for TFS computation for all three datasets. 
S3 EF correlations at longer time scales

S4 Decomposition of the NARR signal: full NARR time period
Section 6 decomposes the EF-precipitation relationship from NARR into its components of land evaporation and the atmospheric forcing (Fig. 10) . While in the paper all analyses with NARR are conducted for days also available in GLEAM-NEXRAD for consistency, the analysis of Fig. 10 can easily be extended to include the whole NARR time period . This is particularly useful for the last row of Fig. 10 , where the low number of days without interception storage leads to noisy results. Fig. S5 shows the results of the computations for the 1979-2007 period and confirms that, once the effect of interception storage is removed, the atmospheric forcing on EF via EF pot seems to play a greater role than soil moisture over the Eastern US. 
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S5 Interception in NARR: before-noon storage source
GLEAM assumes that interception storage at the time of the estimated EF (9-12LT) is negligible, because days with morning (6-12LT) precipitation are removed from the analysis and intercepted water is known to evaporates within a few hours, even at night.
However, our analysis from Section 6 (see also Sect. S4 in this Supplement) suggests that there is some intercepted water left during the before-noon time period in a substantial number of days in NARR, and that this could explain part of the EF-precipitation relationship over the Eastern US. In Sect. 6, we mention that this interception storage might be provided by precipitation on the previous day, a possibly non-realistic feature. Indeed, like many models, the Noah land surface model used in NARR uses a parameterization of interception evaporation which relies on potential evaporation (i.e., mostly net radiation), leading to low (or no) evaporation at night. This would be inconsistent with field studies, which have shown that interception evaporation is typically as high during the night as during the day and suggest that advected energy or negative sensible heat flux, rather than radiation, drive interception evaporation (e.g. Pearce et al., 1980; Asdak et al., 1998; Holwerda et al., 2012) .
To support our hypothesis, Fig. S6 displays composites of time series of the interception storage (left) and precipitation (right) in NARR, for 6 representative sites in the Eastern US and for days without morning precipitation. As expected, the interception storage is filled up by rainfall during the afternoon or evening of the previous day. In spite of low precipitation during the night (in most cases, no precipitation at all), intercepted water does not evaporate until the before-noon time period, supporting our hypothesis. Note that the interception storage capacity in NARR is only 0.5mm, and that this amount would re-evaporate within a few hours (e.g. in less than 1.5h with the night-time interception evaporation rate of 0.37mm/h from Pearce et al., 1980) . Thus, the parameterization of interception in NARR appears to underestimate the evaporation of intercepted water at night, which leads to an overestimation of morning interception storage and related evaporation.
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